
The ancient Hindu way of life, based on the Karma theory, looked at the progress of the 
human soul based on three essential macroscopic parameters. They are: The Karma 
acquired from your past life, the karma you acquire by virtue of your actions in your 
present life and based on these your future life.

They classified our present life into four broad aspects. Dharma or right living, Artha or 
the monetary aspect, Kama or the desires and finally Moksha or spiritual progress and 
liberation. They recognized the importance of balancing these four aspects of life for the 
proper progress. To understand and improve all these four aspects they gave us various 

Shastras. The Veda shastras for spiritual progress, the Dharma and Nyaya shastras for the 
legal and social conduct, the Artha ( finance), Ganita (mathematics), Vanijya (trade) 
shastras for earning money, Sangeeta (music) Nritya (dance) Shilpa (art) Kama
(sex) Paka (cooking) shastras for pleasure. Finally the Jyotishya ( Jyoti=light+ Isha=God 
meaning the light of God to remove ignorance) was given to us as a guide, to get the best 
results during the most suitable times, in each of the above four areas of life. The entire 
basis and theology of our astrology is based on these principles.

Vedic astrology is the most complete and comprehensive system.Planets are constantly in 
motion with respect to earth in the skies. The positions of Sun, moon and some others 
planats are close with earth, so they have effected to every people, trees, Animals, Birds 
Rivers, Sea etc and any type of living things.

So we can forcast about his/her health, and wealth and others expectation by study of the 
moovment of planats in sky.  We can prove that the planats must effected in earth.  You 
may study in the night of purnima   and also amavasya, the water of Sea up and down 
forcely called Jvarbhata, it is controlled by moon, because according the astrology moon 
is the karak of water. 

The modern scientists do not accept astrology. But it is a known fact that planets do have 
their effects on us. The doctors of almost all mental asylums accept the fact that during 
the full moon and the new Moon periods the mental patients behave erratically. The 
police record the same effects on many criminals.

The modern scientists know some of the effects of the ultraviolet rays, gamma rays and 
beta rays of the planets. But unfortunately they don’t have the divine wisdom of our 
ancient is to know all the effects fully.

Indian astrology is based on the theory of fate. The good and the bad actions of the past 
life determine your fate or Karma of your present life, and the actions of your present life 
determine your future Karma. According to Indian astrology a person is born at that 
place, on that day and on that moment when his individual fate is in perfect mathematical 
harmony with the progress of the stars in heaven. However it does not preach total 
dependence on fate. Astrology lets you know what you were born with, what your 
possibilities are, the limitations, your strong points and your drawbacks.



What type of life partners and professions suit you and to expect is also indicated. It also 
prescribes various remedial measures to ward off the bad effects and to enhance the good 
results. Astrology is your roadmap of destiny. However your fate is in your hands. The 
scriptures guide us by telling us what is good and what is bad; what to do and what not to 
do; how to do and how not to do.


